Mercator ceiling fan wiring diagram
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installation, electrical diagrams. Hello and thanks so much for the information. I have a question
and i would like you help me, Is possible to change the fan speed control by a leviton model
RTF01 and how to be connected? Thank you so much for having this information available. I
don't quite understand why the line wire is on the 3 terminal, but that's how the original switch
was wired. The fan connected without speed control switch fan have damage or any problm??
In this post i am gonna to share speed controller diagram with low, med and high speed
diagrams. On thing more i also shown in the below that how can we control the speed of fan
motor using 3 wire ceiling fan capacitor. One thing more we can also use dimmer switch for
regulating speed of ceiling fan. However in my last most i shown 5 wire ceiling fan capacitor
diagram , in which i also shown a speed controller diagram using speed control switch diagram.
For ceiling fan speed controlling we use mostly two methods in which on is by using speed
control using three or five wire capacitor. And other one is using a dimmer switch from which
we can control the RPM revolutions per minute of ceiling fan or other fan motor. So First we talk
about ceiling fan speed wiring diagrams, which i designed 4 diagram in which i shown Off , low ,
med and high speed direction of fan motor speed switch controller. Here is the fan speed low,
high and med speed direction diagram,. Tags: Single Phase Motors. Unknown August 12, at PM.
Unknown July 26, at PM. Mj March 29, at AM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post
Comments Atom. To wire a ceiling fan we first have to know the options available on the fan.
Most common fans either come with a light or without a light. Although you can get just a
ceiling fan most units offer a light kit that can be added in the future. I will be going over the
circuits required for all of the options mentioned. Let's keep in mind that my site is about the
wiring aspect only. As far as getting your ceiling fan installed, Please follow the manufacturers
manuals and safety guidelines for proper mounting due to weight and other variables which can
be an important factor. More often than not, you're going to have a ceiling light fixture at the
location you are planning on installing a ceiling fan. If so then a new wire must be ran to control
the light as well. So instead of a 3-wire cable going to the fan, it must be replaced with a 4-wire
cable. When taking down your old fixture you will be able to see if you have the correct cabling.
If you are installing a fan where there is no previous fixture, then you'll be running a new circuit
to the fan and can accommodate for the light as well. Although I will be going through these
circuits on this page in some detail, I recommend you checkout my other pages that cover
2-way switches and 3-way switches. These pages can help you to determine how your circuits
are wired or possibly help you decide how you want them wired especially if you are running a
new circuit. Keep in mind that I refer to a load in those circuits which means a light, ceiling fan,
outlet, etc.. Here's a list of different scenario's to choose from: No Switches Controlling the fan.
This is assuming that you are installing a ceiling fan in a location that had no fixture there
before. This would be a new circuit ran to the ceiling fan. This diagram is for those who are
replacing a light fixture with a ceiling fan. Your existing light fixture was controlled by a switch
and only one switch. Of course this is all based on not replacing the existing wiring that you
currently have. Two switches at one location. Maybe you are just replacing an old ceiling fan
with a new one and you already had 2 separate switches. One controlling the light and one
controlling the fan. Then this should look like your connections. Now for the good one. The fan
is still operated from one location. The 2-way switches for the light will now change to 3-way
switches. The diagram above looks complicated but it's really not. Just focus on one circuit one
at a time and it will fall right into place. Notice this circuit has a 3-wire cable "power source"
coming into the double switch box. Then leaving the double switch box is a 3-wire cable going
to the ceiling fan and a 4-wire cable going to the other 3-way switch. Then a 3-wire cable from
there also going to the ceiling fan. Make connections as shown. How To Wire It. Here's How.
After hooking up I turned the power back on and the fan motor started. Electrical Question: I
wired in a new remote ceiling fan replacing an existing ceiling fan not remote. I have attached
links to all the detailed information about how to wire ceiling fan remote controls. Application:
Ceiling Fan Remote Control. Skill Level: Beginner to Intermediate. This electrical wiring project
is best performed by a Licensed Electrical Contractor. Estimated Time: Depends on personal
level experience and ability to work with tools. Materials: Make sure the remote control unit is
fully compatible with the ceiling fan you have and the size of the lamps that will be installed in
the fixture. Electrical Wire for the Home Complete listing of electrical wire types and parts used
for home projects including ceiling fan installations, with electrical code information which
serves as a selection guideline. How can I fix my remote control to an outdoor ceiling fan? The
remote has 2 wires: red and black. The black wire became disconnected. Would I have to have
the black wire soldered again or is there another fix? Thank you in advance. Hi Kay, If the black
wire has broken off of the ceiling fan remote module then it may be best to get a replacement
module. Reattaching the wire would be very tricky and there may be other internal damage on

the control module as well, therefore I would replace the module. Thank you for sharing your
ceiling fan question with us, Dave. I currently have a ceiling fan installed in my bedroom and it
is controlled by a remote. I am wondering if it is possible to add down-lights to my room and
wire them off the fan wiring so that all of the lights in the room are activated by the remote? The
type of bulbs must be compatible with the control module. The dimming level effect for different
light fixtures will be different, depending on the light fixture and light bulbs. It may be
interesting to note that more than one remote receiver module may be controlled by the same
remote control transmitter when the dip switch address is the same. This is very handy for large
rooms where two or more receiver modules may be controlled at the same time. The same is
true where more than one remote control transmitter may be used in the same area for one or
more ceiling fans or light fixtures. Disclaimer: If the remote control module specifically states
that it is to be installed for Ceiling Fans ONLY, then it means what it says. All remote control
modules must be installed according to the instructions and all applicable codes. Hi Tony, You
will need to identify which wire from the ceiling will be used from the wall switch or hot all the
time. When wiring a ceiling fan remote control it becomes a problem when the remote unit is
connected to a wire that is controlled by a wall switch, or when someone pulls a pull chain
switch on the ceiling fan. Name required. Email will not be published required. Get a Quick
Reply! Ask an Electrical Question. June 15, at am. Dave Rongey says:. June 16, at pm. February
28, at am. TONY says:. January 30, at am. January 30, at pm. Click here to cancel reply. Garbage
Disposal Electrical Wiring Diagram. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience,
ability to work with tools, work with electrical wiring, and the available access to the project
area. Important: Modifying existing electrical circuits or installing additional electrical wiring
should be done according to local and National Electrical Codes, with a permit and be
inspected. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled
in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Installing any ceiling fan is usually a
very simple process, and it is just as simple when installing a ceiling fan that comes equipped
with the more energy efficient DC motor. However, there are some warnings one should know
before proceeding and attempting to connect a DC fan to their power source. In the past, when
fans all came equipped with a standard AC motor, many electricians would wire up a ceiling fan
without feeling the need to turn off a circuit breaker, or even a wall switch that sends power to
the fan. Therefore, many times electricians may simply hold the wire by the insulated part
colored coating and connect one wire at a time. After all, for standard fans we are only talking
about one hot wire, one neutral wire, and one ground wire. Even remote controlled traditional
ceiling fans with an AC motor is not much different. The only difference is there is usually a
remote receiver that separates the three fan wires from the power wires at the ceiling. On one
side of a remote receiver there is usually a blue, a black, and a white wire. Coming from the top
of the fan is the same three color wires. One only needs to simply connect those wires together
by their color. Then, on the other side of the remote receiver there is always a black wire and a
white wire separate from the side that three black, white, and blue wires are found and these
two wires simply connect to the black wire and the white wire coming out from the ceiling.
Whether connecting an AC fan with or without a remote, once these wire connections are
completed you can test the fan for operation with or without the blades installed. A DC ceiling
fan is more sensitive when connecting wires, making it a must to have the power turned off
before beginning any of the wiring process. It does not matter how comfortable an electrician
feels around power, a DC fan is very, very sensitive, and the power must be turned off while
making wiring connections. Therefore, power being off before starting the installation is crucial.
Due to the complexity of the task the receiver is required to do, the circuitry is more sensitive
and care should be taken when wiring. Once power is off and the wiring process has begun,
wiring a ceiling fan with a DC motor is really no different from wiring a fan with an AC motor. It
doesn't matter if it's an indoor or outdoor dc ceiling fan , the wiring process will be the same.
Some DC models have the receiver pre-wired to the motor and only a black and a white wire
need to be connected, along with the ground wire at the ceiling source. These are way more
simple to wire than even a standard ceiling fan. Others, such as Minka Aire fans , have a
separate remote receiver, which wires up exactly like an AC fan remote receiver does, except
sometimes the color wires on the fan side of it may be a little different. No matter the color of
wires, you will still connect the wires based on matching the color from the receiver to the color
on the fan side. Just make sure the black and the white wires designed to be connected to the
ceiling wires are connected to the ceiling wires, and not accidentally connected to the same
black and white wires coming from the fan motor. These wires will be clearly labeled on the
receiver, and as long as one is paying attention they are easy to recognize. Once all wires are
connected, proceed to install the blades. Unlike old fashion AC ceiling fans, do not attempt to
turn on a DC fan before installing the blades and being sure the full assembly is complete. This

is due to the set up process a DC fan requires to
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operate correctly and the way the motors themselves are designed. Most DC fan motors will not
operate without it first sensing the weight of the blades. Others require a calibration process
that takes up to 7 minutes, during which time the motor sets up based on the size and weight of
the blades installed. This is especially true with big ceiling fans that use the same motor with
varying blade span options. Attempting to operate the fan before the blades are installed may
damage the motor permanently. Therefore, please follow all directions closely that are included
with the fan! Do not skip steps! Once you are finished installing your new DC ceiling fan , you
will have a ceiling fan installed that is far superior to any ceiling fan that uses a traditional AC
motor. You will have far more cubic feet per minute of airflow per watt of electricity than any AC
ceiling fan is capable of. You will have more speed settings and a great remote that will reverse
you fan at the press of a button.

